Stewart Presentations is a national leader in the delivery of highly successful government oral/written government
presentations, providing quality proposals to top tier federal contractors. Since 1994, we have worked on over 200
proposals while establishing an impressive 85% WIN RATE totaling over $30 Billion in contract awards for our
customers. Our oral proposals continually receive high marks by government evaluators. We like to say that we are
100% effective, always putting you in a position to win. The one thing we can't control is price or politics. We take
your great ideas and weave them into believable stories to ensure your team gets winning results!

What Makes Us Different?

Our writers, coaches and artists are infused with passion and an innate ability to
inspire and encourage our high performance teaming partners. Stewart
Presentations knows what it takes to stand up and deliver. Our training and
support team brings real life experiences and lessons learned from having worked
on over 200 government proposals involving over 2000 team players including
corporate executives and array of IT professionals, scientists, and engineers.

Simple or Complex Presentations

From written proposals to orals presentations and live technical demonstrations, Stewart Presentations can enable
you to succeed and gain the edge over your competition, even if it is an incumbent. We support proposals on a
number of levels. We know you are always trying to be more cost effective with your proposal dollars. We can
provide supplemental support by parachuting into your process at intervals and/or utilizing the latest in online
video connecting or your in-house AV conference capabilities to provide "just-in-time" training to your team
members. If needed, we are also used to burning the "midnight oil" at your proposal facility for the life cycle of
your proposal. We are all about "whatever it takes" to get winning results!

Great Presenters Are Made, Not Born!
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Stewart Presentations' orals coaches help non-professionals and experienced speakers be
more comfortable, confident, and effective in front of your government audience. We
assist the presentation team in becoming "technological tour guides". Our instructors
integrate a variety of creative approaches, practical methods, and proven staging techniques into our training that
is based on decades of experience. We are continually praised for the training results we achieve with our
participants. We strive to achieve the highest standards of excellence and professionalism in our coaching.
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Great Graphics Equals Great Stories!
Stewart Presentations has a cadre of gifted multimedia artists to create exciting visual imagery to support your
written and oral presentations. We provide a wide-range of multimedia services including simple desktop support,
complete PowerPoint creation from conceptual design to final submission, animation, elaborate scenic design, and
turnkey audio-video production. Our creative team is experienced in all facets of the government presentation and
proposal arena and will bring your presentation to life in a logical, artistic, and dynamic manner.

Ask Us About Multimedia Support, Presentations Skills Training and Facilitation!
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